
Becoming an Effective  
Manager Isn't Easy  
or Overnight

MANAGER DEVELOPMENT



Growing Leaders

KEY FUNDAMENTALS
We start with the basics: working to develop the 
leadership characteristics that form the foundation of 
future success.

TRACTION TO LEAD
It’s not just talk. Each attendee walks away with 
implementation ideas, worksheets to support new 
learnings, and actionable next steps in key areas.

FOLLOW-UP AND SUPPORT
Retention soars with after-program resources and support 
via our LeaderSHIFT 26-week email series. Interviews, 
podcast episodes, book reviews, leadership lessons and 
more sent weekly to help bolster post-training application.  

ACTIVE ROLE PLAY & PARTICIPATION
Lessons are supplemented by interactive exercises that 
help attendees get real-time practice with their newly 
learned skills. Active participation increases retention. 

New Managers aren’t handed a guidebook on 
their first day that teaches them how to 
navigate their new role and how to lead others. 
A lot of what early leaders learn is by default or 
by mistake. 

Support and training are key at this juncture. 
New Managers are developing work habits and 
a leadership style that will carry throughout 
their career. It’s critical to impact employees 
early with the right direction and resources. 

BOLSTER CONFIDENCE & CAPABILITY
Employees will feel confident and more equipped to step 
up and assume their role as a leader in a shorter amount 
of time.
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Leaders have the power to make or break a company.  Not only are they responsible for making good business 
decisions, they shape the work experience for the rest of the employees in the organization.  For such an important 
role, people often receive surprisingly little training.   

In this provocative keynote, Cecilia Gorman breaks down the key factors in being a great leader, and shows how to 
do a little better every single day.  Rather than trying to shape leaders to fit a certain mold, Cecilia shows how 
everyone can leverage their natural strengths to better connect with and inspire others.   

Using actionable, self-directed lessons applicable to business (and life), audience members learn how to handle 
challenges and difficult situations head on.  Cecilia shows how committing to small acts of bravery can help leaders 
build the confidence they need to transform. From swift decision making, to course correction after mistakes, to 
maintaining enthusiasm for their industry, audience members get a much-needed refresher on leading with purpose.   

Perfect for mid-level managers who are honing their skills, as well as senior managers who need a leadership 
rejuvenator, this session will springboard a positive shift in leadership at your organization.  We all have an awe-
inspiring leader inside of us.  This session will help your team members unleash it.   

Key Learning Points

How to develop a “leaders at every level” mindset founded on self-belief 

Why difficult people and uncomfortable situations are your most prized opportunities 

How to purposefully craft a legacy 

Unleashing The Leader in You

Your presentation was hands down the best 
I’ve attended in my professional career.  “
 Justin Benjamin, Global Team Blue
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Chances are, there is something you’d like to say to someone, maybe even need to say to someone, but the thought 
of actually saying it makes you want to curl into a little ball and hide.  

The desire to avoid tough conversations is natural.  You don’t want to come across as a jerk or hurt someone’s 
feelings.  Or maybe you have so much emotion behind what you want to say, you can’t picture saying it in a tone and 
volume that would be appropriate for the situation.  It isn’t always easy to say what needs to be said, especially in the 
workplace, but avoiding key conversations can hinder productivity, effectiveness, and retention.   

In this interactive workshop, Cecilia Gorman goes deep into the art of having tough conversations, showing 
participants how to not only survive them, but enjoy the process.  Through role play, discussion, and application 
worksheets, participants learn the important facets of communication challenges, and how to give feedback that is 
both honest and productive.  

In addition to initiating tough conversations, participants learn how to receive difficult feedback.  From understanding 
how our bodies physiologically react to feedback, to learning and avoiding shutdown triggers, to navigating emotions 
that arise mid-conversation, Cecilia shows how to truly hear constructive criticism and accept it with grace.   

Perfect for professionals at all levels, this workshop is sure to open the lines of communication and build a foundation 
for stronger work relationships.  

Key Learning Points

The three types of feedback, when to use them, and how to distinguish between them 

Tips for managing emotions that arise when receiving tough feedback  

Tools to keep communication productive and readily heard 

The Art of Tough Conversations: Giving and Receiving 
Feedback with Greater Confidence and Grace

 “
New managers and experienced managers 
alike found the training incredibly valuable.  

Andy Levine, CEO Development Counsellors Inc.



There is no manual or how-to book given to a new manager. They learn most everything by making a decision, taking a 
risk, and often, resulting in mistakes. 

New Manager Boot Camp is a 4-week self-paced digital training designed to fit into the schedules of busy managers. It’s 
a foundational management training that informs, demystifies, and teaches the essential skills for the first years as a 
manager, or a refresher for one that’s struggling — creating greater impact in their career. 

Delivered via email in digestible bites, Boot Camp is a flexible learning program that delivers answers to the questions 
new managers have as they are just starting out.  
. 
Key Learning Points
How to Initiate Difficult Conversations 
Facets of Emotional Intelligence Imperative to Managers 
How to Encourage and Motivate Others 
Best Practices in Delivering Performance Reviews 
Navigating Office Politics 
Methods to Set Expectations and Follow Up 
Building a Productive Peer Network ….and more 

New Manager Boot Camp

I highly recommend Cecilia's course, as it provided 
me with strategies and exceptional content on how 

to lead and the be the best manager. “

Sydney Stein, Amobee
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The Empowered Communicator

Public speaking shouldn’t be scary. Yet, studies show a huge population puts speaking in front of an audience 
right up here with death and divorce as their top most dreaded activity. 
In this seminar, we teach the skills needed to empower even the most untrained public speaker. We work our 
way from head-to-toe, exploring how our brain, eyes, facial expressions, posture, stance, hands and foot 
movement can be powerful tools when presenting.  
You’ll learn lessons and applicable tips on curbing nervousness, mastering body language, and how to 
prepare and deliver a presentation with greater ease.  

In Part One, Participants will walk away with: 

• A mind, body, words analysis of the components of public speaking 
•How physiology can help or hinder you while presenting 
• Introduction to common hiccups in speaking and how to avoid or overcome them 

In Part Two, Participants will walk away with: 

• The experience of presenting a topic in front of an audience 
• Practice giving and receiving feedback 
• Insights into the habits, mannerisms and vocal hiccups that may be limiting your presentation style  

We're using her tips, insight and 
permission to coach one another on 
a daily basis, that's some killer ROI.    

— Kerry Krasts, Creative Director, 
MeringCarson 
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No one wants to be “judgy.”  But the truth is that human beings are hardwired to make assumptions about people 
and environment; it’s an evolutionary survival skill.  But what served us well as hunter-gatherers can be extremely 
damaging in a modern and diverse environment, such as the workplace.  Left unchecked, biases affect everything 
from collaboration, to innovation, to engagement and retention.  They are often the hidden reason a company culture 
never reaches its full potential.   

In this insightful workshop, Cecilia Gorman explains how to recognize and overcome the unconscious bias that is an 
ingrained part of everyone’s decision-making process.  By raising awareness around commonly held workplace 
biases and situations that tend to increase bias tendencies, workshop participants will learn to make better decisions 
based on what they know, rather than what they feel.  The results of this simple change are truly transformative.   

Whether your staff is struggling with teamwork and communication, or you want to be proactive about taking your 
diversity and inclusion efforts to the next level, this session is for you.  Participants not only gain a new perspective 
on diversity, they walk away with bias-busting action steps to incorporate into daily routines that will build a truly 
inclusive culture. 

Key Learning Points

How and why unconscious bias exists in our brain 

Communication tactics that promote diversity of thought and unlock greater contribution from all employees 

Methods to reduce bias in hiring, promoting, and retaining talent 

Cecilia is one of the best presenters I’ve 
seen in all my years in the ad business. “Bob Linden (former SVP, 4A’s Learning & Development), Filament, Inc.

Taming Your Judgement: What Leaders Need to Know  
about Bias, Diversity and Inclusion 
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Trust is the foundation of every good relationship. When people trust one another, it opens the door for a higher level of 
functioning and growth, both as individuals and as a group.  (Luckily, we don’t need to fall backwards off a platform at 
a woodland retreat to know that.)  But building this kind of trust in the workplace doesn’t happen overnight, or by 
accident.  When people who are diverse in thought, background, and tenure come together, building trust can take 
time and come with hiccups.  

In this eye-opening workshop, Cecilia Gorman helps teams cultivate a trusting environment where people feel 
empowered to collaborate and deliver at a higher level.  Workshop participants learn about the power of trust, and 
why it should be extended to colleagues before it is “earned.”  Cecilia focuses on the role of accountability and 
ownership in fostering a culture of trust where people are able to become the best version of themselves.  

By sharing insightful methods for building, maintaining, and restoring trust after it has been broken, Cecilia helps 
organizations bridge the trust gap from where they are and where they want to be.  Whether your team is going 
through changes and you want to increase buy-in of new processes and managers, or you’ve simply never addressed 
trust in the workplace, this workshop is for you.  Participants leave with a higher level of respect one another and 
greater effectiveness as a team. 

Key Learning Points  

The four stages of The Trust Cycle 

Optimizing trust development at all levels to increase engagement, productivity, and retention 

Actionable methods for becoming a respected and trustworthy leader 

“Leaders breed the culture they deserve – 
empowering or disempowering – but guess which 

one most people want to work for!”“ Richard Lowe

Cultivating Trust: Empowering Teams  
to Deliver at a Higher Level
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You talk to people all the time, but do you truly connect with them?  A connection moves beyond expected small talk 
and niceties, and forms when people authentically relate in a way that builds rapport and deepens relationships.  It’s 
hard to define exactly what forms a true connection in various situations, but it’s something you can feel.  When you 
connect—one-on-one, in groups, or with an audience—your ability to communicate improves, and your influence 
skyrockets.   

Based on John C. Maxwell’s book, Cecilia Gorman leads this lively and interactive workshop that demonstrates how 
connecting is an essential aspect of becoming a successful leader.  Participants will begin thinking about 
communication from a new perspective, opening the door for greater openness and trust.  Cecilia will share tactics for 
connecting in a fast-paced world, and how participants can capitalize on the cornerstone of business connections—
valuing others.  

Come see firsthand why the world-renowned practices in this workshop have helped people around the globe build 
more meaningful relationships and advance their careers! 
  
Key Learning Points
Action steps for connecting with others in an authentic way 
How to use physical presence, relationship basics and energy as connecting tools 
What to do when a connection goes south 

What a great presentation! Your energy is 
infectious. The information is instantly usable. “ Jody	Parrish,	SPHR,	SHRM-SCP

Everyone Communicates, Few Connect:  
What the Most Effective People Do Differently
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Career advancement is challenging for everyone, but women face even greater hurdles than men.  In this inspiring 
keynote, Cecilia Gorman shares how women can take more ownership over their careers, better promote themselves 
and their achievements, and continue moving forward.   

The needle on a woman’s potential only moves if she is the one grabbing it by the horns and pulling.  That’s why 
getting ahead starts with adopting a mindset of ownership.  Cecilia explains the power of personal ownership, and 
how women must initiate the forward momentum of their careers rather than wait for someone else to do it for them.  

Cecilia digs deep on other key aspects of career growth, such as maintaining stellar performance, continuous 
learning, and deliberate networking.  With purpose and intention at its core, the lessons in this session teach the 
most effective ways women can develop influence and boost their career stock without additional time or stress.  
Attendees receive a Career Ownership Checklist to gauge and track actions toward success.   

This keynote is for every woman who hasn’t yet reached the summit of her career.  Attendees walk away feeling both 
prepared and inspired to get out there and own it!  

Key Learning Points

How to conquer the #1 roadblock to owning career progression  

Methods to be proactive and intentional in developing internal and external networks 

Effectively promote your achievements to bolster your reputation 

Own It: Self-Directed Career Strategies  
to Help Women Get Ahead
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Cecilia is the owner of Crea2ve + Talent + Partners, a 
training and development firm serving adver7sing 
agencies and other crea7vely-minded companies. She is 
the co-founder of Empowership, a year-long remote-
access training and mentorship program for women.  

She has worked at agencies large and small in Orange 
County, CA, spending the bulk of her career at Y&R 
Adver7sing where she was VP of Crea7ve Services. She 
led Global Crea7ve Opera7ons at Oakley and was head 
of HR and Training as VP of Organiza7onal Leadership 
at Innocean USA.  

Cecilia specializes in developing new and struggling 
managers and the teams they lead. Though one-on-one 
coaching, group workshops and remote webinars, she 
works to build the strengths and skills of both emerging 
and established managers. 

Cecilia Gorman

hello@creativetalentpartners.com | 949-466-4196

To say she hit a home run  
is an understatement.“ Mike Kahn, The Lucas Group 

Name the date Cecilia will  
be speaking and I will be there.“ Aly Rising, Oakley Inc.


